


We are 
Revolutionary 

Mamas of Color, working 
collectively to raise our children, and to create the vision of how we want birthing, parenting 

and caretaking to be in a more just and loving world.

Our vision and practice of parenting is not just about biological mothers but includes aunties, sistas, grandmas, 
tias, and other close community members who share in the often undervalued and invisible work of caretaking 
and parenting.

We also challenge the way our current society and government treats caretakers, especially poor and working 
class mothers of color who are unsupported, scrutinized and policed when trying to raise our 
families. We see this work as a way to challenge the patriarchal and isolating model of nuclear family units AND 
as a way of creating social justice for everyone because a society is only as good/strong/just, as how it treats its 
children and its elders.  Join us by sharing your stories about:
 resistance to the systems that criminalize poor and working class families of color AND
 your creative and revolutionary birthing and parenting practices, both individual and collective, so we can   
         expand the Revolutionary Motherhood Zine.

Currently we are made up of members from Young Women United in Albuquerque, NM and members of 
Mamas of Color Rising in Austin, TX with other individual mamas of color from around the country. If you are 
doing similar work or want to join us in these projects, call 505-831-8930 or email 
revolutionarymamas@gmail.com.





















Happy and Healthy Homebirth! (this story is pictorially documented on previous page) 
I have a one-year old daughter, Aymara Nayeli. Our birthing experience was blessed in many ways.  
Aymara and I had a happy and healthy homebirth.  
 
The fees for our midwives were covered by my pregnancy related Medicaid. As it happened, my insurance coverage 
under my mom’s work plan was ending just as I found out I was pregnant. Getting Medicaid coverage was a 
stressful mess, but that I am sure will come out in someone else’s story. 
 
Although it hasn’t always been the case, the current legislation in NM allows Medicaid to cover the costs of 
homebirths. For many different reasons, I already had decided that if I were to have a child, I did not want to birth 
in a hospital setting. As I set out to find a midwife I was actually thinking that I was going to have to figure out a 
way to pay for the costs myself. 
 
From the beginning I also knew that a white-hippie midwife wouldn’t do, it wasn’t quite my style. I wasn’t sure who 
exactly I wanted but I had a short list of things I was looking for. One thing important for us was that the midwife 
speak Spanish, Carlos’ first language. Carlos (Aymara’s father) was worried that during the intense moments he 
wouldn’t be able to communicate in English. 
 
In a fabulous stream of coincidences, I found Ruth and Terri of Luna y Sol Midwifery. They were basically all that I 
could have ever wanted. The two women worked together and had birthed thousands of babies. Ruth and Terri 
happened to be white women. The pair are radical in their thinking and passionate in their lives. They very well 
understand white privilege and are well respected within many communities of color in Albuquerque. They had 
spent many years doing midwifery in Latin America and then in El Paso, Texas. (I am from southern New Mexico, 
near El Paso and it’s a hard-core city, I knew that only white liberals who were really committed to something in a 
cool conscious way would live and work there). 
 
Ruth and Terri had moved to Albuquerque to set up a midwifery practice that would serve low-income and 
monolingual Spanish speaking communities of Albuquerque. As far as I know, they were the only midwives in the 
city actually working with women on Medicaid to do home-birthing. They are both certified midwives and Ruth is 
also a nurse, even though she hardly brings that up.  
 
Birthing with Luna y Sol, I was working primarily with Ruth and one of her apprentices Elizabeth. My prenatal care 
was personal, comfortable, and very informational. I had all my physical and emotional needs addressed. I could call 
at any time with a worry or a question. Once I had Medicaid, I never again had to worry about money or 
paperwork, Ruth took care of it all.  
 
I always felt that my baby would birth early, I believed that I willed it so. I was a full time student and my baby was 
due at the end of July. Since I had to return to school in august I would talk to the baby and ask that they come two 
weeks early so that we could have more of the summer together before life got too hectic. (I knew that babies are 
actually full term at 37 weeks and that birthing at 38 weeks is healthy) 
 
I also knew that in July of that year there was a new moon on the 14th and a full moon on the 28th (baby’s due date). 
I expected that I would have my baby on one of those two days.  
 
In the early morning of July 14th  I felt a pop as my water broke. It was a second of sheer calm. I was ready to be a 
mother and I took a deep breath reflecting on how my life was about to change in crazy ways. As water started to 
spread over the bed, I reached over and woke up Carlos. He was not calm and jumped up to turn on the light. He 
forgot what we had learned about trying to stay comfortable and rested. We called Ruth to tell her that my water 
had broken and I convinced Carlos to get back in bed. (it was about five in the morning) I was only in bed for about 
ten minutes when my contractions started. I went through the first one clenching the sheets and wincing. Then I 
remembered I might be better off out of bed. I spent an hour walking around the house leaning on carlos when 
contractions hit. At about 7 we drove to the river, very close by. I always love walking in the bosque there and knew 
it would help get me through some of the labor. We spent two hours walking there and when we came home the  
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